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Abstract

We propose a new method for estimating the radiative

transitions between the excited 1" charmonium levels and П.

The method is based on QCD (plus the hypothesis of local dua-

lity)' and makes no reference to the standard potential pic-

ture. It is argued that ;he 4"(5.698) -*^
е
У decay is

essentially due to the gluon admixture in the V таге func-

tion. The most naive analysis yields approximately 0.15 k«V

for the 4" -» i£cjf decay width, five times smaller than

preliminary experimental data. The experimental number for

Г( Ч" —*Г[
0
\) — 0.7 k»V -^oan be reproduced only at a

price oZ introducing a rather large ^
tf
(3«772) —*f У

amplitude, Г ( Ф " ~»^
o
y ) - 1 keV. Is a byproduct, we get

a reliable prediction for the J>-**]{ decay rate, F(j>

» 70 keV, in good agreement with a recent measurement.
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1. Introduction

In the present paper we shall argue that the forbidden

Ml transitions in heavy quarkonium of the type V' -• %c.}f

are тегу interesting from the theoretical point of view since

they probably measure the gluon admixture in the quarkonium

ware function* This aspect did not attract attention thus

far, although at least several different estimatesL * of the

V-*PУ decay rates within the potential modelL Jare known.

The method we shall use to estimate Г\У~*2у) has nothing

to do with the potential approach; it is helpful, however,

to start with a brief discussion of the latter in order to

remind the reader the peculiarities of the proble».

The potential model assumes that heavy mesons are built

f£6m pair of Q^ quarks with the help of instantaneous central

potential acting between them. The quarks, viiich are treated

nonrelativistically, form a rich spectrum of levels with «Af-

ferent quantum numbers, say, <£t « (4
 л
$

0
) , j/f-(4*$i) ,

Ч>
 Г
 = (2

 3
$

t
 ) , etc. The typical forbidden Mi decay is

y
f
 _*n

e
v • Its amplitude is proportional to the overlap

integral'

о

which vanishes in the nonreiativistic limit COt- —* О due

to orthogonality of the wave functions.

Although for CO&O the result is nonvanishlng,

*«еУ)= 2 keV (ref.l), 0,5 keV (ref.2), 6 keV (ref.3)

C2)
it clearly goes beyond the framework of the conreiativistic

approximation and can serve only for the purpose of ori-



entation.

The experimental situation ie not quite definite a* well.

According to the preliminary ЙЫС data which are usually quoted

witheat indicating errors

(5)

Coaperimg eqe. (2), (5), the reader might say that there

exist.* already a rough agreement between the theoretical and

experimental amber*, and there id no need In further efforts.

Let us remind, however, that the decays like r*
f
 -*p

c
 f

are actually the main source of the fi
c
 particles, and the

desire to achieve a thorough theoretical understanding of

these decays is quite natural.

The alternative approach we would like to propose here

is based on the so called quark-hadron and gluon-hadron dua-

lity, the hypotheei8 of local duality is known for a long

timeI J , however, only the development of QCD has made it

really quantitative l/J. According to the hypothesis a physi-

cal cross section, averaged with an appropriate weight funct-

ion, coincides approximately with the quark (gluon) cross

section.

How to realise this idea in the case of procesess under

consideration? Let us speak for definiteness about the char-

monium family (all the formulae will clearly work even bet-

ter for still heavier quarks). Start with an auxiliary amp-

litude ^(virtual)-» "f+Чс t induced by the E ^ C

component of the electromagnetic cur:.*ent (light quarks are

irrelevant). The amplitude is determined by a single inva-

riant function / ,



«her» Q
c
 ж г/з i* the charmed quark charge, k

i
 , k

z

stand for the photons' momenta» and the precise definition

of the photonic tensors fjj»>> , -Fy*V is inessential

for us here. Moreover, the function •£ satisfies the geaeral

dispersion relation of the type

{0? , O, ki) -± l-^b,/'*&*,<,,;), W

and the imaginary part in the right-hand side represents the

physical absorptive part saturated by 1" charmonium levels

f <•%/<? , <f r , У"* etc.) and continuum. Notice» that,

say, the V ' contribution is completely determined by two

constants! the first one - the object of our theoretical

analysis - fixes the vertex V faf «and the second one re-

fers to the V
 Г
Y transition and is known from V(V

T
-*t*fj.

On the other hand, under some plausible assumptions one

can calculate the ваше quantity, £(*&» °» ̂ Л ) » i n
 *

e r j n s

of quarks and gluons. In this way one arrives at the follow-

ing relation

C6)
I i?.t

f*f i s determined by cutting quark graphs, as shown

in Pig.l.

Shus, the first step is to find J* f . Here we are

oa the safe ground of QCD: at least for heavy enough quarks



all approximations can b# Justified and the calculation is

quit* reliable.

The next step, according to the principle of local duali-

ty, is to fix a duality interval ( S
t t
 S* ) and a weight func-

tion V(s) and writ*

J Uf"* vfWs - \ !»{"' *>•№(* , (7)
s* *«

where v(s) » f * - ^ ) " , or S"
1
 , or 1, or even

something else. If the duality interval is chosen properly,

Т*и t in the l«ft-band aide includes the resonance delta-

function we ax* interested in, and there emerges a predict-

ion for the product of the coupling constants

Г(У-9 f Y) Г (V ~* ̂ ~ ) "
 toowa nu

°ber. <
8)

for the anplitude under consideration

does not proapt us, unlike other cases I'J, how to choose

the duality Interval and the weight function in the "best"

«ay. Ibis, clearly, introduces an element of uncertainty,

whtoh is not large, though. A real serious problem Is the

oloseness ©f aasses of ^'(3.70) and У "(3,77). These

States are nearly degenerate and both are presumably present

in the left-hand side of eq.(7). Only the sum of their cont-

ributions la fix9d, and we do not know exactly how to separa-

te them. The best we cam do to estimate Г(У-Ф 9
е
^ )

is to make this or that assumption on the relative importan-

ее of f" .

Thus, our approach does not answer all the questions

Starting from the first principles, out it is at least quite



independent from previous investigations I ?land therefore -

не hope - deserves some attention, What is even more impor-

tant is that it reveals some non-trivial aspects. For ins-

tance» the diagram lc, with a gluon in the intermediate state,

is numerically the leading one. If is the quark-gluon langu-

age the dominant intermediate state is С С 9- , then in the

resonance language it is natural to interprete this fact in

the following way: the decays cf excited. 1~ quarkonium levels

into /?
Q
Y proceed mainly due to the gluon admixture in the

wave function of the excited level. It is clearly difficult

to make such an observation following the simplest versions

of the potential model.

The detailed consideration of the V'''-*#.>' and similar

decays is presented in Sec.2. Secs.3 pri 4 a~e devoted to

related questions. In ref.8 it was shown that there exists

a reliable and model independent prediction for Г (j/^f -* %. У)

of the form

In Sec.3 we find the С?{
л
'&) correction explicitly and demon-

strate that it is s.-nail. In Sec.4- we calculate the P~*J
r
fr'

decay rate. 'Ле central point here is the fact that an old

estimate of *($~*Я$) based on the vector dominance aodei

turns out to Oe almost exact: the corrections are calculable

and do not exceed и few per cent.

2. Estimating the '̂̂ -»?cjT Decay Bate

As was already mentioned our starting point is the amp-

litude Y(virtual) —9 V1c introduced in eq.(4). Let us give



nere al l necessary definitions* The photonic 4-moaenta are

denoted by k1 and кг where k2 corresponds to the virtu-

al photon. If we denote the polarization Tectore by (~л t £z

then

£u.

The resonance coupling constants are introduced in the follow-

ing way

< V|c^clo> = д -

where V"C i s the corresponding polarisation vector, and

My stands for the resonance mass. Gtor example,

), Moreover,

where PM. is the ̂ -momentum of V and we remind that

<2
e
 s г/3 is the charmed quark charge.

With these definitions (see also eq.(4))

( j ; V^V ^ . do)

that the coupling constants Q-y , ">c
v
 are simply

related to the decay widths:



Thus, the left-hand .side of eq. (?) i s specified.

l e t as proceed now to the right-hand side. We performed compu-

tations of 11*.$**"(.m* t0, s) i n the following way: f i r s t

we found A**'(Y*-*X4c) as a function of /:/ and

then extracted the discontinuity of A? i n th is t r i a b l e .

Technicallyt we considered the quark graphs of Fig.2

and applied the operator expansion technique - the procedure

often used at present i n various exclusive processes, i n

particular, i n form factor problems L J.

Уст heavy enough quarks the relative motion and the

binding energy of QQ can be neglected as compared to the

quark mass. In other words, f>i - ft. and (faf /»2)2= 4мл

(H.g.2a). In th is approximation the amplitude, corresponding

to Pig.2a, reduces to

+ quark operators with no promotion (12)

on (Г states.

(In the form factor problems!. J there emerges usually an in-

f inite series of operators of the type c" \L)fc %„ „. Д) с

Only one of them, "cJLjfs-C , survives i n the l imit under

consideration). Introducing now an analog of ^ л for the

aatrix element <Yfc\

we get

In



•otic*, that in the non-relativistie mo4el

Just in the same way one can deal with diagrams 2b.

Omitting rather tedious computations let ua give the final

answer for the sue of the diagrams 2a and 2b:

*

«kere

A few comments are in order here concerning the result

obtained. First of all, the discontinuity associated with

ta* graph 2a (see also Fig.la) dominatest an oCs factor

which suppresses other contributions is absent here. This

discontinuity is concentrated , however, at s~4m£. This

is a direct: consequence of the fact that we have neglected

the binding energy and the relative motion of quarks in the

*£e meson.

What would happen if these and other (more important)

nonperturbative effects due to confinement were accounted

fo»? Ike answer, at least in its gross features, is known.

!Ehe dominant delta-function, &(г-Цяф, becomes ̂ ( E

with the possible renoraalization of the coefficient in



front of it. Simultaneously, instead of the streched imagi-

nary part of diagrams 2b (see also Figs. ID,с) there emerges

a few resonance peaks corresponding to the excited 1" levels.

If their masses are high enough we expect Im 1 to be

dual to Iin i ' .To the contrary, at s only slightly

larger thau. ^ J * the perturbative result probably does

not reflect any physical spectral density, bven in. the sense

of duality. Fortunately, expression (16) is maximal at

£ » 1.7 aud vanishes at 5 -

As a consequence (see Fig.?), the integral contribution of

the threshold region is strongly suppressed and it may or

may not be included in the right-hand sid^ of eg. (7) without

a noticeable effect in numerical estimates. (77a shall return

to the smallness of (17) a bit later). In further applications

we ghall assume that лг
&
»1.3 Gevi-

10
Jand M^t/4m^fs2 -

the quantity large enough in order to treat the ф
 r
 in the

spirit of duality.

One more remark before proceeding.

She imaginary part in the square brackets, eq.(16), consists

of two distinct terms. The first one proportional to

1- ir-

is expanded in odd powers of V



while the second one is expanded in even powers of V :

The first tern coincides with the contribution of the c?c

intermediate state (Pig.lb) calculated earlier[
8
]. As for

the second term, It evidently comes from the intermediate

state * CC + a gluoa". At V-*i both terms contain loga-

rithmic singularities, which, however, cancel in the sum.

This cancellation ensures the absence of the Sudakov double-

logs in the transition fora factor of the n
c
 meson. What

is even more important for as is that for finite V , not

especially close to 1 or 0, I»t L • is approximately

by a factor of 3 larger thin \гк i
S c
 С Jfti ̂

c
f is posi-

tive while I m ^
C c
 is negative).

bet us first study the possibility that 4*' and other

1" excited levels are pure С С bound states. If so, we

may omit im f V and keep only l»i j in the right-hand

side of the duality relation, eq.(7). Bq.(18) shows that

In, l
cc
 coincides (at V £ 0,7) with the right-hand

side of eq. (17) with a good accuracy. There is no need to

fix the weight function 1*f(s) and so on, since it is much

more convenient to use quasiclassical aethoda just in the

sane way as it is done in L Jfor the ratio

J^s 0Г(e.*4T -*cJiacm)/s(e*t~-*jU*»r)> In the latter case

Y
In our case of the Y*-*)[fc amplitude we would obtain in

the quasiclassical (and non-relativistic) approximation

10



0/I» t — Z fu Ъ + (- § 0 /

or, invoking eq.(10),

With this value of TC we would get, say, for the

decay rate

•) ~ 4-1СГ
2
 ke7 for c*

 fi
 =0.2,

the number too small to take it seriously (compare with eq.

(3). Although this sinple exercise is probably not complete-

ly convincing by itself, we would like to interprete it as

an indication to the important role of the glaoa admixture

for the 4r
T
-*>fcY decay .

Thus, we return to our basic result, eq.(16). The les-

sons of the above discussion are : (i) The delta function

in eq. (16) reflects the '7/V contribution. Non-perturbative

effects shift its position and renormalize its coefficient,

but nevertheless it turns out possibleLJto extract accurate

predictions, in particular, relation (9) for

(ii) Leaving aside the delta function and the region of

small V we shall use lm^
b
 ' (at "V •%. 0.3)as an in-

put in the duality relation (7). Numerically 1m /
c c
#' domi-

nates; its expansion srats with ir
A
 , and to our knowled-

ge for Im f
cc
f- there is no analog of the quasiclassical

relations (20).(21).

11



Thus, our task now is to choose the weight function V & )

and the duality interval £$1,з
2
). As to the former, we shall

try two alternatives which seem most natural

both resulting in close answers. A few words about the duali-

ty interval. Several authors investigated the validity of lo-

cal duality in the ratio R
c
 e Be?.12. contains the analysis

which is closest in the spirit to what we shall need here.

It was shown "
2
J that it is sufficient to introduce a single

fit parameter, S
o
 , which marks the onset of continuum

After this is done

S,

coincides with

surprisingly good accuracy 1™J. (^
I
^
r
" is saturated by

, <?' and other known ch&rmonium levels, and n runs

over negative and positive values in a broad interval).

Moreover, S
o
 turns out «o be close to (4.4- GeV) - a point,

where our intuition would just place it.

Therefore, let us assume that in our ease as well the

physical, continuum cross section coincides with

at S 9-S
o
 . Iforeover, we shall choose S

9
 ш (fi. GeV)

2
 ±

n

order to account effectively for У" and other broad

12



structures аЪоте 4 GeT.

There is no need to know exactly the lower limit of in-

tegration sine* It*^ ' is nearly «его at V £ 0»3«

Further estimates depend cruoially on how I

looks like below (* GeT)2 .

If there is a single dominant peak corresponding to the

if f then we write

where € is an arbitrary

us from <§ -function in Ъгл!*'

Integrating numerically» we find

small number which saves

J-Jk
JT

0.073

(25b)

where we used eg. (15) and eubstituted. in (23b) m • 1.3 GeT.

. Tbo quark-gluon coupling constant of
s
 in eg.(23) is

«he running coupling constant referring to characteristic

virtualities ~ {bK^t - M j
t
 )/« . WLth

• 100 HeT - the Talue preferred by most accurate e
+
e~ fits

[
15
J- <*% ((H$i ->*£ )/**) •» 0.3. We have already

used this number in the estimate following eq. (21).

Using eqs. (23), (11) with mc * 1.3 GeV and c*s« 0.3

we get



О. 45 ktV
f
 (24)

f

which is already rather close to eq.(3).

The assumption on the V
r
 dominance is not necessary

and moreover if we want to reproduce eq.(3) literally it

must be abondoned. Generally speaking, with V very close

in mass to iP ' there is absolutely no good reason to be-

lieve that V is the only resonance saturating the duality

relation. She V'" contribution may be essential as well.

It is important that there exist no positivity require-

nents with reapeet to I*» ̂  C
M
? , &, s ) since the

amplitude considered is non-diagonal. It is easy to imagine

that the signs of V'ard У contributions are opposite:

Jmf >0 and Jw/ < O. (25)

Such a situation is quite natural, say, within the non-rela-

tlvicitic model if

~ - Sin, 9 (l^ ) + <*>&

and 9>O «Of course, the nonrelativlstic argument can-

not b» incorporated directly in our approach but (25) still

••ems quit* plausible, especially talcing into consideration

that various terns in Im V" have different signs.

The analogue of eq. (22) has the fore



(as)

«here we neglected the жавз difference U^M - U^,, , Jhecm •+e"

decay rates we know that fan
9
* ^Яр «Suppose that

X
f /
, -» - 3.1*eq. (25). (27)

Then, autonatically,

TCy,» -as 2.25 x eq.

which ljqpliee in turn

Г(Ч" ^^ер»0.75 keT. (28)

The price we have to pay for (28) i s a rather large </" ' -*

7 o / d e c a y r a t e »
Г ( ^ " ->^ c y)-»1.5 fce7. (29)

(see eq. (27)).

It is worth noting that within the simplest

non-relativietic model one can hardly иакв Р(Ч"' ""**)
с
¥)&

f(«|" ~*4 c/)« Indeed, electromagnetic transition of

(co)x — the dominant component of ̂ " — into (cc),\ 4
is suppressed stronger than (cc) , —> (cc) -,

2 ^ 1XSO

Within our approach, however, eqs. (28), (29) are probably

not so surprising, since the amplitudes under consideration

are determined primarily by the ccg contribution.

15



3. Other Applications; Vactor Dominance in fr-^

and T°-*ZY

In ref.L Jit VAS noted that If one consider* the

amplitude and writes the dispersion relation in one of the

photons
}
 the 3/4* doaiinanee is paraaetrically exact (see

Tig.4)» The &(**) correction indicated in this Figure

reflects the contribution of W and higher states (In

particular, continuum, say , S>Jb
 f
 S>X>&JT

f
 etc., where

С is a generic notation for the charmed mesons), low we are

in a position to find this correction and thus improve the

accuracy of the prediction™ for Г(7/Ф-*9
C
X), quoted

in e<t.(9).

She >tc-*£y amplitude Is described by the sane invari-

ant function it which was introduced abore (namely,

,,°>°) )• Moreover,

and only the first term in the right-hand side was accoun-

ted for in I J(the t^V" dominance). As for the second term

we can approximate Iml(m.jt tO $) in the integrand by

1»и i. *'
 f
 eq.(l6). Indeed at S > S

O
 зцсЬ an approxi-

mation is justified by asymptotic freedom while in the reso-

nance domain ( 4>
r
, etc) it is valid in the sense of duality.

In other words,

1ЧЧ
V «

w
c*ve (3D



(Votice that about 2/3 of the answer Is associated with the

continuum domain S&. So )• This relation gives , in princip-

le, exhaustive information, but it is helpful to make one

•tep further and normalize it to he j/p contribution.

We use the following observation based on calculations of

ffa . and "Kj/p performed inPJ: the product "*•?/+4j

Is close to <£^*e /^м, • (ffotioe, that in the nonrelati-

Tistic limit this equality would be exact. Indeed, in this

limit -К
3/Ф
^Ут

с
 ;

Substituting gf » M*
/t
 "Kj/fP/j. and m

c
 * 1.3 GcV

yields

(32)

which entails

(33)

0 -
 M
i /*#>)* (

1
 -****).

Even at °*
s
 =0.3 the correction does not exceed

The same ideas on the parton-like behaviour of the

spectral density in the continuum domain allow one to esti-

mate the deviations from the vector dominance model for

"old" meson decays. The consequences of the classical VCK

(see e.g. L J) in the electromagnetic decays of p
f
o)

}
Ji

f
 Я

are studied exhaistively, but the model itself does not pro-

17



•id* «ith ад indication on the accuracy of the predictions.

Invoking QCD we can say beforehand, prior to comparison with

the data, whether or not ТОН results are accurate and what

are the deviations.

Below we shall discuss a relation between Г (X'-iZf),

Р^у-лгу) and Г(«>->Эгу) . It is convenient to int-

roduce the invariant functions analogously to the previous

ease (but without <?
c
 ) :

л*

then the dispersion relation in one of the photons reduces

to

oo

# I ^
 ( 3 4 )

where we separated out the _p and w contributions and refer

to continuum everything else.

The parameter s
o
 in (34) represents an effective con-

tinuum threshold
f
 and from e

+
e~ data we learn that 5.«a

1.5

If for S>S.

(35)

then the integral in (34) is much smaller than

18



Indeed, from

while

ft.

~

« Л 0021 QeY

True, eq.(35) for Im» j-g^zjc *
s no
^ Qwite

accurate. To get it we simply put m * 0 in (16) and accoun-

ted for the u,d- quark charges. Such a procedure leaves aside

(1) certain logarithmic factors due to multiple gluon exhan-

ges; (ii) effects due to motion of u,d- quarks Inside JT°

(we remind that the relative motion, of с quarks inside n
c

was neglected).
 л
пе should keep in mind, however, that just

tbe ваше approximation for the pion fQnn factor yields a

function which is only ~ 3 times smaller than the experimen-

tal one. Thus, we expect

7c... (37)

Of course, the only new element in eq.(37) is the esti

aate of the continuum contribution. If we accept
f
 following

the naire quark model, that «y = $ £f j '*'<*> —

then

' (38)

in perfect agreement with the recent experimental measure-

mentl15],

13



6Т + 7 к*Т.

Ноиетвг, the corresponding number for Г(и)-*Уу) amounts only

to 70* of the experimental one - a fact which seems rather

surprising since we see no reasons for such large deviations

from the naiTe quark model ( ТСш/Ю* » З ) in these decays.

Perhaps, future experiments will give somewhat lower value

It is worth emphasizing that there exlirt direct experi-

mental data |r Jconfirming our conclusions. The Laadsberg

group at Serpukhov has studied the »-* yu+M~ amplitude as

a function of £- ( V£* ie /t*/*~ invariant maes).

It was shown [̂ J that the q2 behaviour of £»^Y . t coinci-

des with the VDH result. Thus in this particular case (which

is quite analogous to JT-» Y foist ' t h e continuun contri-

bution is surely smaller than experimental uncertainties

( й. 10-20%).

4» Conclusions

We have applied the QCQ-besed duality principle to the

^'-"•^.У decay. Our results indicate that either

VOP'+'fetfetip
 l s

 essentially smaller (by a factor of 5) than

the preliminary aunber^or, if (3) will persist, the ̂ "-*9
c
}f

decay rate must be rather large, ot order of 1 keV. Unfor-

tunately , the latter prediction is difficult to check since

the corresponding branching ratio ~ 5"10"' .

The approach proposed has other applications as well.

Vor instance, we fixed the (Pfe) correction in eq.(9). Heed-

less to say that for still heavier quarks {-f
}
t,... } the

20



Ml radiatire transitions can be analysed just in the sane

way. Bven for "old" meson decays there exist elements at

noreltyi donations froa the old TDM results for V*-> g "ft

decay* turn out to be calculable and small.
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* \

Cb) ic)

-Z
resonances
• continuum

с quark photon gluon

Ilg. 1. The duality relation is. the process yv£rt —» ^ >7C •

Ihe sum of the delta-functions corresponding to the

" «Г/Ф t 4"» ••• contributions (d) plus tbe continuum

contribution (e) are approximately equal (in the

integral sense) to the imaginary part calculated in

the quark-gluon perturbation theory (а,Ъ,с).

(a,b) - ce intermediate stated (c)- intermediate

state c"o + a gluon.

22



V Г Г
(b)

Kg.2*Quark graphs determining Im t^ to order 0( e<
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